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Abstract 
 

More than 50 years ago, Margaret Mead and Rhoda Metráux surveyed 35,000 
students to explore their views of science and scientists. Their study revealed 
that students held very different personal to public views, and that despite 
acknowledging the importance of science, attitudes towards personal 
engagement in science or with scientists, was generally negative. Later work 
by researchers such as Chambers (1983), Finson, Beaver and Cramond 
(1995), and Finson (2002) confirmed this to be an enduring issue, as revealed 
through studies using instruments such as the Draw a Scientist Test (DAST) 
and the Draw a Scientist Test Checklist (DAST-C). However, some 
researchers concerned with this issue point to the possible value of scientists 
working with teachers in school-scientist partnerships (SSPs) as means of 
addressing some of these negative views. This chapter reports methods and 
outcomes from a study that explored the impact of a six-month SSP involving 
a New Zealand science research institute and a group of 164, 9-10 year olds. 
It used the DAST-C, a short response questionnaire and semi-structured 
interviews, to investigate the influence of the partnership on students’ views 
of science and scientists. Results suggest the partnership had some positive 
impact on students’ existing stereotypical views that could be attributed to 
specific design features, but that other aspects of the partnership, such as how 
it was executed in the classroom, actually appeared to reinforce negative 
perceptions. Recommendations are made that it is hoped will provide 
guidance for designing and implementing similar initiatives. 

Keywords: scientists, perception, stereotype, partnership, engagement, science. 
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Introduction 

Over a number of years, significant research has been completed exploring 

students’ views of science and scientists, and speculating how this may impact in areas 

such as career choice, the selection of higher level science study, and engagement in and 

views of science generally (e.g., Balcin & Ergün, 2018; Boylan, Hill, Wallace & Wheeler, 

1992; Chambers, 1983; Finson, 2002; Huber & Burton, 1995; McCarthy, 2015; Shin et al., 

2015; Thomson, Zakaria & Radut-Taciu, 2019). Much of this has been in response to calls 

from governments, industries, and scientific agencies for improved levels of STEM 

(Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) capability derived from education 

systems, and enhanced STEM literacy in the general population. While some recent studies 

(e.g., Hillman, Bloodsworth, Tilburg, Zeeman & List, 2014), point to possible 

improvements in students’ views of science and scientists from the stereotyped and 

generally negative perceptions revealed in earlier work (e.g., Chambers, 1983; Mead &  

Metráux, 1957), other studies challenge this conclusion (e.g., Avraamidou, 2013; Thomson 

et al., 2019).   

In an effort to address enduring negative perceptions of science and scientists held 

by many young people, researchers and teachers have designed and implemented specific 

interventions focused on challenging existing stereotypes of scientists as “male individuals 

wearing a gown, glasses or protective glasses, tie or bow tie, moustache and with a peculiar 

hairstyle or no hair (surrounded by laboratory equipment)” (Balcin & Ergün, 2018, p. 66). 

Initiatives include curriculum designed to expose students to alternative models of science 

(Shin et al., 2015), providing improved access to pre-course science experiences (Milford 

& Tippett, 2013), implementing STEM-fellow programs (Hillman et al., 2014) and 

incorporating science history and out of class science experiences in courses (McCarthy, 

2015). Recently, research attention has turned to exploring the efficacy of school-scientist 

or scientist-teacher-student (STS) partnerships as a means of challenging students’ 

perceptions. In these, practicing scientists from universities or research institutes work 

alongside classroom teachers in collaborative programs designed to enrich students’ 

science learning, through combining pedagogical and science knowledge and expertise in 

relevant and authentic educational experiences. Partnerships vary in nature but typically 

comprise interactions lasting for several weeks, offering potential advantages over more 

traditional models that Shin et al. (2015) describe as “often short-term (such as) visits to a 

scientist’s lab or short, isolated visits by a scientist to an elementary school classroom” (p. 
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3). Shin et al. (2015) comments that while true partnerships can be challenging and time-

consuming to establish, they offer significant potential for “providing students with access 

to career role models… that support the development of student career aspirations through 

the cultivation of positive perceptions of science and scientists” (p 10). This conclusion is 

also supported by the earlier work of Falloon (2013), Falloon and Trewern (2009), and 

Peker and Dolan (2012). 

However, while partnerships in their various forms are becoming increasingly 

common, relatively few studies have employed tools to determine the influence of these 

longer interventions on students’ views of science and the work of scientists (Painter, 

Jones, Tretter & Kubasco, 2010). Those that have been undertaken have usually 

investigated shorter-term programs, such as volunteer ‘visiting scientist’ schemes (Tuschi, 

2008), STEM-fellowships (Hillman et al., 2014), or scientists working with teachers to 

develop curriculum materials (Brown, Bokor, Crippen & Koroly, 2014). This study used 

the Draw-a-Scientist Checklist (DAST-C; Finson et al., 1995), a short response 

questionnaire, and semi-structured interviews to explore the impact of a six-month SSP on 

the views of science and scientists held by 164 year five and six students (9-10 year olds) 

in a provincial New Zealand primary school. It profiles before and after partnership 

perceptions, and discusses possible reasons for changes linked to specific aspects of the 

partnership. It also identifies limitations in the DAST-C, highlighting the importance of 

using multiple measures to gain accurate insights into the real meaning behind students’ 

representations. 

Students’ views of science and scientists 

Very early work to better understand students’ views of science and scientists 

undertaken by Mead and Metráux (1957) on behalf of the American Association for the 

Advancement of Science, surveyed nearly 35,000 high school students in 120 schools, 

using an exercise where students were required to respond to short statements about how 

they perceived science and scientists. Their findings indicated that students held 

considerably different public to personal views. That is, while students publicly valued and 

appreciated science as an endeavour (responsible for progress, improving quality of life, 

providing medical and health benefits etc.); when it came to actually being involved 

personally in a science career or associated with someone involved in science (e.g., a close 

relative), views were generally negative. Building on Mead and Metráux’s (1957) study, 
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later research has concentrated on trying to discover the reasons for students’ poor personal 

views, “hoping to gain understanding of students’ negative attitudes about science, and in 

particular, about becoming a scientist” (Kahle, 1989, p. 3).   

The historical pattern of entrenchment of stereotyped images of scientists as 

students work their way through education systems, has been confirmed in many studies 

(Huber & Burton, 1995; Jones, Howe & Rua, 2000; Moseley & Norris, 1999; Reap, 

Cavallo & McWhirter, 1994; Rosenthal, 1993; Sumrall, 1995; Thomas, Pedersen & Finson, 

2001). While some more recent work has identified an improvement in this situation 

(Hillman et al., 2014; Miele, 2014; Milford & Tippet, 2013), according to others, 

“scientists are (still) typically portrayed as male, with lab coats, conducting dangerous 

experiments in the lab” (Fralick, Kearn, Thompson & Lyons, 2009, p. 66). While some 

difference in results can be attributed to variation in methodological approaches, the early 

emergence and enduring nature of stereotypical views of scientists is well reported in 

literature (Eugster, 2013), and has been linked by some to representations in popular media 

(Painter et al., 2006; Tan, Jocz & Zhai, 2017) and a lack of student understanding of the 

‘real world’ work of scientists (Shin et al., 2015). This enduring issue is concerning, given 

the need to raise levels of STEM literacy and engagement both in schools and in societies 

generally. School-scientist partnerships (SSPs) have been promoted as effective for 

exposing students and teachers to more accurate information about scientists’ work, 

challenging stereotypes, and assisting to form correct understandings of the nature and 

value of scientific endeavour. 

School-scientist partnerships (SSPs) 

School-scientist partnerships (SSPs) are not new, becoming popular in the United 

States in the 1980s in response to government calls for private sector science and 

technology-based enterprises to partner with schools to improve the ailing state of science 

education. Brown et al. (2014) describe school-scientist partnerships as “a unique form of 

professional development, that can assist teachers in translating current science into 

classroom instruction by involving them in meaningful collaborations with university 

researchers (and scientists)” (p. 239). Tanner, Chatman and Allen (2013) add that SSPs 

have the ultimate goal of “improving science education along the kindergarten through 

postgraduate education continuum” (p. 240), and that they rely on professional recognition, 

collaboration, collective participation, bi-directional flow of information, and instructional 
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alignment with curriculum and students’ learning needs, to be successful. However, despite 

their long history, according to Painter, Thomas, Jones and Kubasko, “few studies have 

attempted to establish the impact of collaborations between scientific and science education 

communities” (2006, p. 183). They further comment that those that have “reported only 

anecdotal evidence for the influence of scientists in the classroom” (2006, p. 183). 

However, one partnership reporting significant student benefits was the Partnership 

for Research and Education in Plants (PREP) project (Peker & Dolan, 2012). This 

partnership involved practicing scientists supporting high school students and their teachers 

in a curriculum unit focused on understanding the function of genes in plants. After an 

initial face to face introductory session the scientists supported classwork by providing 

wild-type and genetically modified plant seeds, information about how genes had been 

altered in the seeds, answering students’ questions via email and the PREP program 

website, and providing short videos of their related research. They also revisited 

classrooms for a prolonged period towards the end of the 8-week long investigation, 

working 1-1 and in small groups with the students and helping with observations and 

collecting and analyzing data. Critical to the success of this partnership was the manner in 

which teachers and scientists worked together, “promoting the idea of a scientific 

community” (Peker & Dolan, p. 235) through which meaning was negotiated via 

conceptual, pedagogical, social and epistemological acts. These acts created an effective 

structure for students to build conceptual understandings through learning designs, 

pedagogical strategies and social interactions that optimized the knowledge and capabilities 

of both teachers and scientists. In the classroom, this manifest in the generation of 

“common understandings of terms, concepts and practices, as well as by referring to 

others’ results and using scientific terminology in ways that encouraged students’ use of 

terminology” (Peker & Dolan, 2012, p 235).  The study identified the importance in 

successful partnerships of clearly articulated and understood roles and functions of 

scientists and teachers – or as Peker and Dolan describe, “the division of labor” (p. 242), 

especially when the time scientists are able to spend in the classroom is limited. They 

comment that doing this at the outset can optimize potential partnership benefits, especially 

from shorter interactions. 

The importance of establishing ‘common ground’ between scientists and teachers in 

partnerships is a recurring theme in literature (e.g., Brown et al., 2014; Nelson, 2005). 

Nelson’s (2005) interesting study explored the impact dialogue had on the establishment 
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and effectiveness of partnerships, particularly its influence on perceptions of power, status 

and control. The National Science Foundation funded project researched multiple case 

studies of partnerships in which graduate science and engineering students (STEM fellows) 

worked alongside grades 6-9 middle school teachers and students for at least 15 hours per 

week, in a 4-week unit of learning. The aims of the project were to enhance teachers’ 

conceptual knowledge and support their transition to more inquiry-based pedagogies, and 

assist in developing the fellows’ capabilities as science educators and their knowledge of 

the school system. Nelson analyzed the dialogic interactions of fellows and teachers across 

the cases, examining how knowledge building was facilitated or inhibited by dialogic 

interactions she identified as knowledge negotiation, consultation and rejection. 

Negotiation described dialogic interaction where both scientists and teachers 

displayed deliberate intent to understand each other’s knowledge and epistemic 

representations, contributing to the co-construction of learning content and pedagogical 

approaches of relevance and engaging for the students. Knowledge consultation was more 

unidirectional in nature, where one individual’s knowledge was made available to the 

other, according to short term or immediate needs. This form of interaction was not co-

constructive in nature, but was useful in progressing the planning and execution of 

partnerships when specialist knowledge was required, at specific points in time. Lastly, 

knowledge rejection was represented by dialogue reflecting dismissal of the other’s 

knowledge as irrelevant, incorrect, or at odds with one’s own views. Typically, this 

reflected in unilateral decision-making, with no attempt being made to negotiate common 

understandings or interact in a way that would support or transform the other’s knowledge 

development.   

Nelson’s (2005) findings indicated a prevalence of knowledge consultation in the 

partnerships, with limited evidence also being found of rejection and negotiation. She 

attributed some of this to historical relationships between teachers and university 

researchers that generally positioned teachers as the recipients and ‘enactors’ of 

researchers’ knowledge, holding limited agency and influence over specific aspects of the 

partnerships. Nelson concluded that dialogic interactions in which knowledge was 

negotiated was fundamental to successful partnerships, as it facilitated the formation of a 

‘shared space’ within which teachers and scientists could “encounter and confront 

assumptions together” (2005, p. 394), rather than problematize or dismiss the other’s 

perspectives or contributions. She recommends consideration be given to specific activities 
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including seminars, sharing of experiences, and opportunities to communicate perspectives 

on science learning, that could support greater understanding and assist in creating 

partnerships reflecting “more equitable opportunities for co-participatory professional 

development experiences” (2005, p. 394).  

Assessing the impact of school-scientist partnerships (SSPs) 

According to Painter et al. (2006), limited empirical evidence exists beyond 

anecdotal reports of the impact and outcomes from SSPs. However, significant research has 

been carried out investigating students’ views of science and scientists, and many of these 

have employed instruments such as the Draw-a-Scientist-Test (DAST) (Chambers, 1983) 

or more recently, the Draw-a-Scientist-Test-Checklist (DAST-C). (Finson, Beaver & 

Cramond, 1995).  In the original DAST, students were given a ‘blank sheet’ and asked to 

draw what they consider a scientist looks like, and in some variations - what a scientist 

looks like, at work (Huber & Burton, 1995). Student responses were then compared with 

listed stereotypical attributes, defined as: 

 … a lab coat (usually but not necessarily white), eyeglasses, facial hair 

(including beards, moustaches or abnormally long side-burns), symbols of 

research: scientific instruments and laboratory equipment of any kind, 

symbols of knowledge: principally books and filing cabinets, relevant 

captions: formulae, taxonomic classification, the “eureka” syndrome, etc. 

(Chambers, 1983, p. 258) 

Chambers validated the DAST in a pioneering study that spanned 11 years and involved 

nearly 5,000 students in 186 classrooms from Canada, the United States and Australia. The 

study sought to determine at what age stereotyped images of scientists began to emerge, 

and any influences on the formation of these - such as gender, socio-economic status, 

intelligence and cultural background. Results highlighted the early emergence of 

stereotypical attributes, with some students as young as six identifying at least one of the 

seven attributes. This figure increased rapidly, so that by the time students were 10, scores 

had reached a mean of 3.26 attributes. The study also revealed the ‘gender-typing’ of 

scientists as Caucasian males. Despite half of respondents being female, only 28 women 

scientists were drawn – and all of these were drawn by girls. 

In 1995, Finson et al. expanded the DAST to incorporate additional elements not 

included in the original test. These provided for alternative images, and took into account 
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attributes including gender and race, indicators of danger, mythical stereotypes such as the 

‘Mad Scientist’ or ‘Frankenstein’, indications of secrecy, and scientists working indoors or 

in underground laboratories. The modified instrument known as the DAST-C, was 

accompanied by a checklist, through which raters assigned points according to the presence 

or not of a particular attribute – the higher the score, the more stereotyped the image. In 

piloting the DAST-C with two groups of 12-13 year old students (one control group and 

one experiment group) Finson et al. (1995) determined it to be an effective instrument for 

identifying change in students’ perceptions, following a structured intervention involving 

only the experiment group. The partnership comprised a series of teacher and student 

interactions with university and practicing scientists, involving “group and individual 

laboratory activities and detailed science discussions with science faculty; they also worked 

with faculty mentors on student-selected research projects” (Finson et al., 1995, p. 197). 

Following the pilot, Finson et al. argued DAST-C’s reliability as an instrument for 

determining perception change, and at the same time highlighted the benefit of “involving 

students actively in science and providing them contact with practicing scientists on a 

regular basis” (1995, p. 201).  

Despite the relatively widespread use of the DAST, Boylan, Hill and Wallace 

(1992) alert to issues about its accuracy, “because it taps only part of the children’s 

understanding” (p. 466). They point to limitations of using a drawing alone to make an 

assessment, and comment that the lack of context around the task, and the fact that 

respondents are required to select from attributes such as age, race, sex, dress, and setting, 

“indicate that there is such a thing as a ‘typical scientist’, and that the subject is to represent 

such a solitary image” (Boylan et al., 1992, p. 466). They also claim that the test may only 

reveal respondents’ knowledge of the public stereotype, rather than their privately-held 

views. Similar criticisms of the DAST-C have been levelled by Farland-Smith (2012) and 

Hillman et al. (2014), who comment on the inadequacy of drawings alone for accurately 

reflecting stereotypical thinking. Specifically, Hillman et al. (2014) voiced concerns about 

the influence of drawing skills on the students’ capacity to represent “attitudes which are 

typically multidimensional” (2014, p. 2583), adding that this could result in drawings with 

little detail scoring lowly on the scale, but do not accurately reflect students’ perceptions. 

Hillman et al. (2014) suggest that while the DAST is useful as a ‘blunt instrument’ for 

providing initial indications of stereotypical attributes, it is important that additional data 

are collected using other methods to verify its findings.  
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The next section describes and reports outcomes from a six-month school-scientist 

partnership involving a group of practicing scientists from SCION, a New Zealand 

government-funded Crown Research Institute (CRI)1, and 9 and 10 year old students from 

a regional New Zealand primary school. The partnership was funded by a government 

grant from New Zealand’s Ministry of Science and Innovation (MSI) and was part of a 6 

year initiative known as Science-for-Life, which was described as “an intervention program 

for schools and teachers to develop partnerships between schools and Crown Research 

Institutes (CRIs) to enhance science education and science literacy” (Dunningham, Falloon 

& Barnard, 2011). The study used a variation of the DAST-C supported by a short response 

questionnaire and semi-structured interviews to investigate any impact the partnership had 

on students’ views of scientists and the nature of their work. 

Research Questions 

Data were collected responding to these questions:  

1. To what extent did students hold stereotypical views of scientists and their work? 

2. What impact, if any, did the partnership have on these views? 

3. What key findings from the study are valuable for informing the establishment and 

execution of school-scientist partnerships? 
 
Research context and background 

The study involved five classes of year five and six students (9-10 year olds) and 

their teachers (Sue, Lisa, Charlotte, Sam and Ben - pseudonyms used throughout) from a 

regional primary school, located in a medium-sized city in the Bay of Plenty region of New 

Zealand. The partnership was negotiated after the principal approached SCION for 

assistance with developing the school’s science curriculum, and indicated a willingness to 

enter into a longer-term relationship with the Institute funded by a grant from New 

Zealand’s Ministry of Science and Innovation. The school was located within 5km of the 

Institute, which made logistical considerations manageable. The total number of 

participating students was 164, and they were involved in a school-wide science topic 

focused on Sustainability. The six-month topic explored social, economic and science-

 
1 For further information on the work of SCION, please see www.scionresearch.com 
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based (environmental) themes relating to sustainability, with the main partnership 

component focusing on renewable energy sources. SCION scientists were involved with 

the classes in a range of different interactions during the six-month period. These included 

facilitating field studies in a nearby Redwood forest, involving students in experiments 

about byproducts from the combustion of fossil fuels, setting up simple hydroponic 

gardens, explaining and describing their work in biofuel production, and teaching students 

about renewable and non-renewable energy sources. Students also got the opportunity to 

spend time in scientists’ laboratories observing and asking questions about their work, and 

were given a tour of the SCION facilities.  

The SCION partnership team comprised three female and one male scientist. They 

were Lucy (aged 25)– a GIS specialist with knowledge in biotic components of 

ecosystems; Maree (aged 29)– a soil scientist specializing in waste management; and Lisa 

(aged 32) – a molecular microbiologist. The male scientist, David (aged 37), was a GIS 

specialist and the team leader. The SCION team worked with the teachers and students for 

approximately four hours per week over the six-month period. The study conformed with  

SCION ethical guidelines for educational research, and in reporting and discussing data, 

identifying information has been removed to maintain confidentiality. 

Data methods and collection  

The research adopted a case study methodology using mixed methods for data 

collection and analysis. The DAST-C was administered to determine any changes in the 

number and type of stereotypical attributes present, pre to post partnership. This was 

supplemented by a short response questionnaire (pre and post partnership) and semi-

structured interviews with selected students (post-partnership) to reveal further insights 

into their views of science and scientists, and to clarify attributes recorded in the drawings. 

The attributes selected were those included in Finson et al.’s (1995) original DAST-C 

checklist. 

They were the presence of: 

• Lab coat (white or other colour);     

• Glasses or monocle;     

• Facial hair (eg., beard, moustache);     

• Crazy hair or bald;     

• Symbols of research (eg., lab equipment);     
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• Symbols of knowledge (eg., books, charts, files); 

• Products of science (eg., missiles, bombs, technology, inventions); 

• Science captions and symbols (eg., formulae, 'eureka', bulbs above head, lightning 

bolt etc.). 

Obvious indication of stereotypical location was also noted (e.g., lab, cave, secluded or 

secret place), and whether the scientist was depicted as a mythical creature (e.g., 

Frankenstein, Dracula, werewolf, mutant). The teachers administered the DAST-C and 

short response questionnaire to students a week before the partnership began (see Appendix 

1). This was supported by an initial oral explanation of instructions for completing the 

drawing task. The procedure was repeated in the week following the final interaction - a 

school presentation to parents and the community of students’ learning from the 

partnership. Due to absences on the days of administration, a total of 152 paired responses 

were obtained over four separate completion sessions. Of these, 80 were from boys, and 72 

from girls.  

Data coding 

Pre-partnership DAST-C drawings were duplicated, and the researcher and a research 

assistant (RA) blind coded a random sample of 50 drawings using Finson et al.’s (1995) 

checklist. Consistent with Finson et al.’s guidelines, the presence of an attribute was only 

coded once – that is, multiple inclusions or examples within an attribute category were only 

coded as a single entry. Inter-rater agreement calculations (κ) were then performed on each 

attribute category, after which results were discussed and occurrences upon which no 

agreement could be reached, were discarded (Gwet, 2012). The full pre-partnership dataset 

was then coded by the RA, and results entered into an Excel sheet.  Rater agreement results 

for the pre-partnership DAST-C drawings are summarized in Table 1. It must be noted that 

while the number of observed agreements is generally high across all attributes, this should 

not be confused with the number of attributes present in drawings. Agreement decisions 

included both the presence and absence of attributes, and in some categories, agreements 

reporting the absence of attributes substantially outnumbered those reporting their presence 

(e.g., symbols of knowledge). 
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Table 1 

Rater agreement for sample DAST-C data (pre-partnership) 

Attribute Observed 
agreements 

SE 
kappa 

CI @95% 

 
kappa (κ) Agreement strength 

(Landis & Koch, 
1975) 

Lab coat (white or other colour)
  

44 0.109 0.501-927 0.714 substantial 

Glasses or monocle 40 0.090 0.692-1.000 0.869 almost perfect 

Facial hair (eg., beard, 
moustache) 

42 0.118 0.401-863 0.632 substantial 

Crazy hair or bald 33 0.114 0.500-0.946 0.723 substantial 

Symbols of research (eg., lab 
equipment) 

46 0.104 0.576-0.985 0.781 substantial 

Symbols of knowledge (eg., 
books, charts, files) 

41 0.129 0.310-0.816 0.563 moderate 

Products of science (eg., 
missiles, bombs, technology, 
inventions) 

43 0.126 0.381-0.876 0.628 substantial 

Science captions and symbols 43 0.118 0.430-0.891 0.660 substantial 

Located in lab, cave etc. 38 0.123 0.263-0.744 0.503 moderate 

Depicted as mythical creature 42 0.117 0.403-0.863 0.633 substantial 

 

Qualitative data from the questionnaires were coded by the RA using Braun and 

Clarke’s (2005) inductive thematic analysis method. To facilitate this, the RA read all 

questionnaire responses, circling keywords and phrases describing, reporting or illustrative 

of scientists and/or the nature of their work. At this point, a randomly selected sample of 30 

questionnaires containing the circled keywords and phrases was duplicated. These were 

used later for determining rater agreement. The keywords and phrases were then 

categorized to define first level themes. First level themes were identified relating to: 

1. The physical characteristics of scientists (e.g., appearance, including dress); 

2. The cognitive characteristics of scientists (e.g., intelligence, ways of thinking, 

qualifications); 

3. The employment or activity characteristics of scientists (e.g., their work, where 

they work, how they work); 
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4. The personal characteristics of scientists (e.g., attitudes, dispositions, 

interpersonal skills, relationships, what ‘type’ of person they are); 

5. The contributions of scientists (e.g., what scientists have done for the world, 

what scientists have produced). 

Samples of keywords and phrases aligned with the themes are recorded in Table 3, column 

2. The RA then re-coded the questionnaires, this time tagging the circled keywords or 

phrases as negative (stereotyped), neutral (non-aligned descriptive), or positive (affirming, 

supportive, helpful). Multiple keywords or phrases in sentences or strings were coded as 

separate occurrences. Once this was completed the researcher accessed the earlier 

duplicated sample of questionnaires and reviewed the circled keywords and phrases, 

tagging each using the same code labels (negative, neutral, positive). RA/researcher 

agreement calculations were also performed on these decisions. Table 2 contains an 

aggregated summary of these results across the 5 themes. 

Table 2 

Rater agreement for sample questionnaire responses across the 5 themes  

Response classification Observed 
agreements 

SE 
kappa 

CI @95% 

 
kappa (κ) Agreement strength 

(Landis & Koch, 1975) 

Negative (stereotyped) 75 0.086 0.466-0.802 0.634 substantial 

Neutral (non-aligned 
descriptive) 

43 0.118 0.430-0.891 0.660 substantial 

Positive (affirming, 
supportive) 

59 0.096 0.437-0.814 0.625 substantial 

 

Table 3 presents illustrative coded data aligned with the 5 themes. The first and 

second columns (respectively) record the theme and sample keywords used to identify 

excerpts from responses, while columns 3-5 contain verbatim transcriptions from responses 

corresponding to each of the classifications. Some responses contained excerpts applicable 

to more than one theme, and were therefore coded under multiple themes. For example 

excerpts from, “Scientists are cool people because they’re really intelligent, and they get 

to make things that are helpful”  (student 147, item 4) were coded under 3 themes: 

personal characteristics (cool people), cognitive characteristics (intelligent) and 

contributions of scientists (make things that are helpful). Multiple excerpts were totaled in 

the analysis (see Table 5), however for clarity, in Table 3 these have only been included 
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under one theme. The above process was repeated for post-partnership data, allowing 

comparisons to be made between datasets. Interview data from selected students (n=16) 

were transcribed, but due to the relatively small number they were not coded thematically, 

but instead used to supplement and elaborate on data from the other two instruments. In 

reporting results, relevant verbatim excerpts from the interviews have been included to 

illustrate points made. 

Table 3  
 
Examples of questionnaire data coded in each category  

Theme Sample key 
words/phrases 
(from data) 

Sample data coded as 
negative (stereotyped) 

Sample data coded as 
neutral (non-aligned, 
descriptive) 

Sample data coded as 
positive (affirming, 
supportive, helpful) 

Physical 
characteristics  

big head, bald, 
glasses, handsome, 
thin, pale, white 
coat(ed), unshaven, 
squinty, fuzzy hair, 
whiskers, wrinkled, 
old clothes, like 
you and me. 

“They are usually bald. 
It’s because of the 
chemicals they work 
with all the time” 
(student 71, B, item 1). 
“Most scientists are 
men and they wear 
white coats and have 
sticking up hair… like 
in Back to the Future 
2” (student 40, B, item 
1). 

“They kind of look like 
ordinary people, but 
not quite” (student 12, 
G, item 2). 
“They are usually 
old… but some can be 
young too” (student 
31, G, item 2). 
“Some people think 
they look weird, but 
they don’t have to” 
(student 69, B, item 2) 

“Scientists look like you and 
me, except they do science 
things…” (student 8, G, item 
2). 
“… and they don’t have to 
wear white coats. They 
might wear them sometimes 
to protect their clothes 
though” (student 53, G, item 
2). 
“They are normal people 
who do science stuff” 
(student 88, B, item 2). 

Cognitive 
characteristics  

bright, brainy, 
crazy, intelligent, 
smart, worried, 
knows stuff, clever, 
dumb, mad, 
brilliant, insane, 
creative, intense, 
focused, dazed, 
forget things. 

“They’re crazy men 
who hang out in 
workshops and stuff” 
(student 103, B, item 
1). 
“When you see them on 
TV they look kind of 
intense and worried. 
They usually talk about 
disasters like 
earthquakes and things 
(student 92, B, item 2). 
“Scientists look funny. 
They always look 
puzzled” (student 86, 
G, item 1) 

“They have to work 
hard to learn a lot of 
stuff” (student 122, B, 
item 2). 
“Grandad (ex-SCION) 
knows a lot of things 
and he helps me with 
my homework. But 
sometimes he gets a bit 
muddled up because 
he’s always thinking 
about other things” 
(student 39, G, item 2) 

“Intelligent people who go 
to university to learn lots 
and study science so they 
can help solve problems” 
(student 37, G, item 1). 
“Bright people who have 
good brains. They make 
technology to help us” 
(student 11, B, item 1). 
“They use their brain well. 
They can remember a lot of 
facts” (student 80, B, item 
2). 

Employment or 
activity (work) 
characteristics 
or 
environment 

laboratory (labs), 
work hard, 
chemicals, nuclear, 
well paid, by 
themselves, 
gadgets, 
danger(ous), test 
tubes, computers, 

“… spend a lot of time 
in a lab by themselves” 
(student 140, G, item 
3). 
“They work with a lot 
of computers and 
technology and stuff… 

“It’s just doing 
another sort of job to 
everyone else” (student 
14, G, item 4). 
“They can do their 
work anywhere, it 
doesn’t have to be in a 

“Some work in labs but 
others work outside, testing 
streams and the air and 
stuff to make sure it’s safe” 
(student 4, B, item 3). 
“Scientists have to work 
together to solve problems… 
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valuable, 
workshops, 
experiments, study, 
investigate, 
separate, teams 
(groups) devices, 
flasks, technology, 
do science things, 
apart (from others), 
machines, polluted. 

in labs… (student 61, 
G, item 3). 
“They’re crazy men 
who hang out in 
workshops and stuff” 
(student 103, B, item 
1). 

lab… they have to go 
different places to 
collect information” 
(student 67, G, item 3). 
“Scientists look like 
you and me, except 
they do science 
things…” (student 8, 
B, item 2). 

they need to share their 
knowledge…” (student 92, 
G, item 4). 
“They share their research 
on the internet so it can help 
others” (student 11, G, item 
4). 

Personal 
characteristics 

geek(y), nerd(y), 
weird, friendly, 
boring, alone, 
snobby, lonely, 
brave, vague, shy, 
helpful, powerful, 
funny, trust(ed), 
confident, happy, 
normal, secret, 
work by 
themselves. 

“…kind of geeky. My 
uncle works for (an 
agri-research 
company) and he’s a 
real geek…” (student 
137, B,  item 2). 
“I think they must be 
quite lonely because 
nobody would talk to 
them” (student 60, G, 
item 2). 
“Grandad (name) 
worked for SCION… 
he was a bit boring 
because all he talked 
about was science 
stuff” (student 39, G, 
item 2). 
“They’re probably 
nervous in case they 
make a mistake in an 
experiment or 
something” (student 
49, B, item 2). 

“Sometimes it can be 
kind of secret (the work 
scientists do), but it’s 
usually good” (student 
98, G, item 4). 
“My Dad works at 
SCION and he’s funny. 
He’s just a normal 
person” (student 131, 
B, item 2). 
 “Scientists would be 
quiet people because 
they need to think…”  
(student 3, G, item 2). 
“…like normal people 
but maybe a bit 
smarter. That would 
make them happy.”  
(student 70, B, item 2). 
 

“It would be good to be a 
scientist because people 
would like you and come to 
you for advice” (student 
106, G, item 4). 
 “People would like you 
because you can be trusted” 
(student 10, B, item 2). 
“Scientists are cool people 
because they’re really 
intelligent, and they get to 
make things that are 
helpful” (student 147, B, 
item 4). 

The 
contributions 
of scientists 

create, improve 
(health), build 
(bombs), fix things, 
make discoveries 
(discover), destroy, 
explain things, cure 
(diseases), kill 
people, new plants, 
weapons, invent, 
make new stuff, 
how things work, 
help people, solve 
problems, mutants. 

“They make bombs to 
destroy things…” 
(student 93, B, item 4). 
“Muck around with 
things from bodies to 
make mutants…” 
(student 21, B, item 4). 
“Scientists made 
nuclear weapons that 
can destroy the 
world…” (student 120, 
B, item 5). 

“Scientists have done 
good and bad things. 
Sometimes they do 
good like find cures 
for cancer and stuff, 
but sometimes they do 
bad like making 
weapons to kill lots of 
people” (student 73, B, 
item 5). 
“Most of the time 
scientists do things 
that help the world, 
but sometimes they 
don’t” (student 49, G, 
item 5). 
“They’re quite nice 
people, but sometimes 
their ideas aren’t used 
for good things… it 
depends” (student 150, 
B, item 5) 

“Scientists do important 
work to help the world” 
(student 119, G, item 5). 
“They make new discoveries 
that help us find out how the 
world works” (student 83, B, 
item 4). 
“Make facts. Scientists work 
things out and make facts 
we can use” (student 101, B, 
item 4). 

Notes.  
B= Boy; G= Girl 
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Results 

Table 4 summarizes pre and post-partnership results from the DAST-C. Attribute 

categories and individual attributes are listed on the left, while raw score (n) and 

percentage (%) totals for boys and girls (respectively) pre and post partnership are provided 

across the table. Classifications of gender and race that were not clear from the drawings 

have been labeled ‘Undetermined’. The category of ‘Other’ in race includes all races that 

were recognizable but not Caucasian (e.g., African/African American, Asian). In the table, 

figures have been rounded to the nearest whole number. Table 5 provides a numerical 

summary of pre and post partnership data from the questionnaire, coded under the first 

level themes described above.  

Appearance and physical characteristics 

Pre-partnership DAST-C results in these categories indicated students held 

moderately stereotyped initial views of scientists. Boys in particular identified ‘classical’ 

attributes of a lab coat (55%), glasses or monocle (89%), crazy hair or bald (84%), and 

symbols of scientific research (62.5%) in their drawings. Other attributes such as facial hair 

(17.5%), symbols of knowledge (9%), products of science (21%), science captions (15%), 

location (21%), and depiction as a mythical creature (21%) while not so prominent, were 

still present in many boys’ drawings. Girls’ drawings by comparison included lab coats 

(33%), glasses or monocle (57%), crazy hair or bald (40%), and symbols of research 

(52%). The only other category of note was the presence of science captions (15%). 

Although the ratio of boys to girls in this study was reasonably similar, DAST-C totals 

suggest boys held more initial negative and stereotyped views of scientists than girls. 

While there was some movement for boys between the pre and post assessments, the 

classical media-portrayed attributes of scientists as odd looking, white coated, bespectacled 

males surrounded by bubbling beakers and dangerous equipment, remained largely in 

place. This conclusion is supported by analysis of questionnaire data for physical and 

cognitive attributes. While overall these data recorded fewer excerpts containing negative 

or stereotyped appearance attributes post-partnership, substantially more were still present 

in boys’ responses across all themes, and the boy/girl ratio of negative or stereotyped 

attributes actually increased slightly (Table 5).  

Interestingly, post partnership questionnaire analysis suggests that while there was a 

significant decrease overall in boys’ negative or stereotyped perspectives (from 321 to 
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231), the number coded as positive did not increase proportionately (from 204 to 235). This 

appeared to reflect a ‘neutralization’ in boys’ perspectives (from 117 to 173), rather than a 

major shift from negative to positive views. Girls’ perspectives on the other hand, reflected 

a more noticeable shift towards positive views, post-partnership (from 236 to 326). 

Acknowledging that girls held more neutral or positive perspectives to begin with, the 

proportionately greater increase in girls’ post-partnership excerpts coded as positive, 

indicated the partnership was more effective in influencing girls’ views towards positive 

perceptions than boys. Girls also tended to add more explanatory detail to their DAST-C 

drawings, including textual information that in many instances elaborated on details 

contained in their images. Figure 1 illustrates this, with the student (Amy) adding the 

statement, “a scientist is just a normal person with a good brain, and doesn’t necessarily 

have to have huge glasses, a lab coat, or sticky up hair. He/she will just look like you or 

me,” to explain changes made to her drawing. 

While stereotyped attributes such as lab coats (36%), glasses (54%) and strange 

hairstyle or bald (41%) were still present in post partnership drawings, when interviewed 

about this, some students offered completely reasonable explanations as to why they 

included them in their images. For example, when interviewed, Rita commented that lab 

coats were important to protect scientists’ clothing, as many worked in environments 

containing chemicals and other substances that could damage their regular clothes. Another 

student (Anna) suggested lab coats served hygiene and safety purposes, possibly 

preventing the transmission of bacteria or diseases beyond the laboratory: 

… I see you’ve got a lab coat on your scientists… can you tell me why 

you’ve drawn these in your pictures? (researcher)… 

… ‘cos they might get stuff on their clothes when they’re working… you 

know… they wear normal clothes – like you and me, but some of the things 

they work with could get spilled or something and make a mess. The coat 

protects them (Rita). 

 

Anna, can you tell me a bit more about your picture…. for instance, what’s 

the coat for? (researcher). 

… well, sometimes scientists work with dangerous bugs and diseases and 

things like that… (Anna). 

How does the coat help them, then? (researcher). 
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… it might stop the diseases getting out, or something… they won’t take it 

home… outside the lab… and it would be washed each night (Anna).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Amy’s post-partnership drawing and description  
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Table 4 

Pre and post partnership presence of stereotypical attributes of scientists (Finson et al., 1995) 

Attribute category and attribute 

 

Number and percentage of boys including 
attribute 
 

 
Pre partnership                    Post partnership 

Number and percentage of girls including                              
attribute 

  

Pre partnership                    Post partnership 

Appearance and Environment Boys n (%) Boys (%) Boys n (%) Boys (%) Girls n (%) Girls (%) Girls n (%) Girls (%) 

Lab coat (white or other) 44 (29) 55 36 (24) 45 24 (16) 33 18 (12) 25 
Glasses or monocle 71 (47) 89 49 (32) 61 41 (27) 57 33 (22) 46 
Facial hair (eg: beard, moustache) 14 (09) 17.5 06 (04) 07 03 (02) 04 00 (00) 00 
Crazy hair or bald 67 (44) 84 45 (29) 56 29 (19) 40 18 (12) 25 
Symbols of research (eg: lab equipment) 50 (33) 62.5 38 (25) 47 38 (25) 52 17 (11) 24 
Symbols of knowledge (eg: books, charts) 07 (05) 09 03 (02) 04 03 (02) 04 06 (04) 08 
Products of science (eg: missiles, bombs, technology) 17 (11) 21 08 (05) 10 03 (02) 04 03 (02) 04 
Presence of science captions and symbols (eg: formulae, 
'eureka', bulbs above head etc) 

12 (08) 15 17 (11) 21 11 (07) 15 06 (04) 08 

Located in a lab or equivalent (eg: cave, underground) 17 (11) 21 08 (05) 10 06 (04) 08 03 (02) 04 
Depicted as mythical creature (eg: Frankenstein, Dracula, 
Werewolf) 

17 (11) 21 17 (11) 21 00 (00) 00 00 (00) 00 

 
Gender 

        

Male 46 (30) 58 59 (39) 74 17 (11) 24 31 (20) 43 
Female 03 (02) 04 08 (00) 10 30 (20) 42 38 (25) 53 

Undetermined 31 (20) 38 13 (08) 16 25 (16) 35 03 (02) 04 
Race         
Caucasian 72 (47) 90 70 (46) 87 59 (39) 82 56 (37) 78 
Other 00 (00) 00 03 (02) 04 04 (03) 06 05 (03) 07 

Undetermined 08 (05) 10 07 (05) 09 09 (06) 13 11 (07) 15 

Notes.  n(%) = number of students who included the attribute by gender relative to percentage of whole group. (%) = percentage including attribute by gender  
Sample size=152 (80 boys and 72 girls) 
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Table 5  
 
Excerpt totals, pre and post partnership 

 Pre partnership (keyword/phrase) Post partnership (keyword/ phrase) 

 Negative            
(stereotype) 

Neutral Positive Negative              
(stereotype) 

Neutral Positive 

Physical 
characteristics 

193 83 91 106 105 115 

Cognitive 
characteristics 

46 69 159 39 82 179 

Employment 
or activity 
characteristics 

67 30 58 57 51 83 

Personal 
characteristics  

142 41 53 113 60 97 

Contributions 
of scientists 

55 43 79 29 63 87 

Boys/Girls 321/182 117/149 204/236 231/113 173/188 235/326 

Total 503 266 440 344 361 561 

 

Rita’s pre and post partnership drawings are shown in Figure 2. Of note is that she has 

included both male and female scientists in her post partnership drawings, whereas her pre 

partnership image is discernably male and exhibits identifiable stereotypical attributes (hair, 

glasses, coat and apparatus). Again, when asked about this, she indicated the influence the 

partnership had on her views, suggesting the presence of three female scientists in the SCION 

team played some part in changing her perceptions: 

… and can you tell me why you’ve drawn a boy and a girl scientist in your second 

picture… your first one looks like a man… (researcher). 

… yeah, it was a man… ya (sic) can tell by the hair (laughing). Lisa (SCION 

scientist) worked with our group, so I drew her! She was cool… and she knew so 

much stuff. She was nice (Rita). 

Employment, personal characteristics and environment  

Questionnaire data for the employment and personal characteristics themes displayed 

slightly stronger movement towards positive than neutral views, and interestingly, this movement 

was similar for both boys and girls. This also reflected in DAST-C drawings where there was a 
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halving in the number attributes indicating scientists working in laboratories or other secluded 

places, with almost the same percentage decrease for both boys and girls. Post partnership 

responses to the question ‘where do scientists work?’ indicated a much broader awareness of 

science activities taking place in other than laboratory settings. These included working outside 

completing field work or in the community, in factories, or in hi-tech facilities such as NASA.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Rita’ pre (left) and post (right) partnership DAST-C drawings 

Unsurprisingly, given the focus of the teaching unit and the SCION scientists’ backgrounds, most 

responses linked scientists’ work to natural world contexts such as forests, water quality or 

agricultural research. 

Neutral and positive excerpts in responses coded under employment or work activities 

displayed reasonably significant increases pre to post partnership (from 30 to 51 and 58 to 83 

respectively). Negative responses contained excerpts associating scientists’ work exclusively with 

laboratories or similar venues, while neutral responses contained no such excerpts, but at the same 

time did not specify alternative work venues or activities. Responses containing excerpts coded as 

positive indicated alternative settings and/or provided some additional detail of the nature of 

scientists’ work, suggesting a broader, more inclusive perspective. However, while neutral and 

positive perspectives increased, this did not appear to correspond with a fall in negative or 
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stereotyped views, but rather with an overall increase in excerpts coded in this category. While 

negative perspectives did decrease, the fall was modest (from 67 to 57). Substantial decreases in 

related classifications in the DAST-C (traditional science research and knowledge symbols and 

products) support the conclusion that the partnership broadened students’ perspectives of science 

activities existing beyond the laboratory. This was mirrored by a halving in the number of 

drawings clearly associating science activities with laboratories or similar facilities. 

Notwithstanding these decreases, the presence of stereotypical science captions and symbols in 

boys’ drawings actually increased slightly, post partnership (from 12 to 17). Analysis suggested 

that while fewer boys produced drawings depicting science activities in laboratories, those who did 

included more stereotypical captions and symbols in their images, perhaps indicating some 

entrenchment of views.  

Personal characteristics related to dispositions, attitudes and personality traits of scientists, 

including interpersonal skills and relationships. Across all themes, response excerpts coded as 

neutral and positive in this category displayed the greatest percentage increase pre to post 

partnership (46% and 83% respectively), and the second greatest percentage decrease in negative 

excerpts (20%). Interview data pointed to the SCION scientists as instrumental in facilitating this 

change, with several students commenting on their ability to explain science ideas in simple terms, 

and their excellent interpersonal skills: 

Can you tell me a little about the scientist who worked with your group…  how did 

you find that…? (researcher) 

We had Lucy… she was a lot younger than I thought she would be… and she’s 

really pretty (laughing). (Samantha) 

Did she help you learn things while you were outside or in the classroom… doing 

your measurements and other things? (researcher) 

Yeah… she knew lots… but you could understand her… (Samantha) 

Understand her? (researcher) 

She told us science things… so we could understand them. She didn’t use big 

words and things like that… we knew what she was talking about. (Samantha) 

 

Similar comments were made by other students, many of whom highlighted the scientists’ skills in 

making science knowledge accessible, and personality traits that identified them as ‘cool’ or 

desirable role models. Undoubtedly the female-dominated SCION team of relatively young 

scientists who were both knowledgeable and aware of the need to communicate their knowledge 

to the students in an age-appropriate manner, strongly influenced this result.  
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Many positive personal characteristics in both pre and post partnership responses were also 

associated with cognitive characteristics, by reference to the intelligence and trustworthiness of 

scientists as important and desirable traits. Responses to questionnaire items 2 and 4 indicated 

most students viewed scientists as knowledgeable, and that generally they used their knowledge 

for positive and helpful purposes. Post partnership interviews revealed that scientists were 

perceived as creative and inventive people responsible for many good things in the world, and for 

solving difficult problems. Interestingly, three students made comments indicating an 

understanding of differences between scientists and their work and applications of their work, 

suggesting that negative impacts of science were not necessarily attributable to scientists, but to 

how the knowledge they create is applied. For example: 

… scientists give us things we can use. They help us find out about the world… 

but some of the things they find out… maybe… aren’t used properly. (James) 

What do you mean… ‘aren’t used properly’? (researcher) 

Well… like… some of their discoveries are used to make bombs and stuff… but I 

don’t reckon that would have been what they wanted… really… (James) 

These responses indicated a level of separation of scientists as people from the application of their 

discoveries or products of their science, implying that just because sometimes science knowledge 

might be used for negative purposes, this does not necessarily mean the scientists who created the 

knowledge were terrible people.  

Gender 

Despite the predominance of females in the SCION team, the partnership appeared to 

solidify students’ views of scientists as male, with the number of drawings coded as male 

increasing by 28% for the boys and 82% for the girls, pre/post partnership. This increase was 

associated with a corresponding decrease in the number of previously ‘gender undetermined’ 

drawings, rather than any substantial movement from female to male images. This result was 

surprising given the female-dominated make up of the SCION team, and seemed at odds with 

some students’ earlier reported comments on personal characteristics and dispositions. 

Unfortunately, the questionnaire offered few additional insights into possible reasons for the 

consolidation around male images, as generally the students used pronouns (e.g., they, them) or 

nouns (e.g., scientist/s) to describe scientists in their responses. During interviews, students were 

asked about their depiction of their scientist as male, with responses indicating gender alignment 

associated with perceptions of leadership, rather than necessarily being a scientist.  
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For example: 

I see you’ve drawn a man as your scientist… in both drawings… can you tell me 

why you’ve drawn a man and not a woman? (researcher) 

‘Cos (sic)… well, in the first one… I just sort’a (sic) thought scientists are more 

likely to be men… you don’t really see many ladies… like on TV and stuff… 

(William) 

What about in this one? (the post partnership drawing) (researcher) 

He was in charge… that’s David… he was the boss… (William) 

 

Stacey, it looks like you’ve drawn a woman scientist here (pre) and a man here 

(post)… why the difference… why did you change your scientist from a woman to a 

man? (researcher) 

Ummm… David seemed to be the one telling the others what to do. He was the 

chief… (Stacey) 

And did that make you think he was the scientist? (researcher) 

Well… I knew the Lucy and Lisa were called scientists… but they seemed more like 

assistants… David did all the talking… (Stacey). 

 

This finding holds major implications for the delivery of partnerships, which will be 

discussed in the next section. 

Race   

There was little change in students’ views of scientists as Caucasian, pre to post 

partnership. While girls drew more images clearly identifiable as non-Caucasian, the number was 

still small, and changed little as a result of the partnership (Table 4). Other races represented in 

girls’ images (pre and post partnership) were African/African American (n=6) and Asian/Chinese 

(n=3), while in boys’ post partnership drawings, all non-Caucasian scientists were African/African 

American. Interestingly, two girls who drew non-Caucasian images pre partnership changed their 

drawings post partnership to clearly identifiable Caucasian scientists. Interviews suggested a mix 

of partnership design and peer factors played a role in facilitating this change, with the students 

commenting on convenience, the make up of the SCION team, and other students’ images as 

influencing factors: 

… and can you tell me why you changed the skin colour of your scientist in this 

drawing? (post partnership image) (researcher) 
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… oh, umm… when I looked at Simone’s picture… she hadn’t coloured hers in – 

and Nicole hadn’t either… and it was easier. (Emily) 

But are all scientists European? Do they all have white skin? (researcher) 

No… but most are… our scientists are, anyway (the SCION team) … and the 

paper was white… so it was just easier to leave it (Emily). 

In addition to peer influences and scientist team composition, this finding suggests the 

representation of race in students’ DAST-C drawings may have been influenced by the selection 

of media and other resources used to produce the images. While it is unknown to what extent 

Emily’s reason for race representation applied to other students, it does highlight issues with using 

the DAST-C alone to accurately determine such views. While prompting students at the outset to 

consider alternative races may mitigate the ‘convenience’ factor and any influence of media and 

materials, it could also skew results by suggesting to students that non-Caucasian drawings were 

preferred. Therefore, caution is needed when making interpretations from DAST-C drawings 

alone. 

Discussion 

This section discusses results relating to the research questions concerning the existence of 

stereotypical views of scientists and their work, and the extent to which the partnership influenced 

these. Assessing the degree to which these students held greater or lesser stereotypical views 

relative to similarly aged students is challenging, given the paucity of studies indicating age-

related attribute norms. However, data clearly identifies a significant presence of attributes 

indicated in the DAST-C in this group, and that these appeared more consolidated and difficult to 

dislodge in the boys. Specifically, students’ representations of scientists as Caucasian males 

appeared particularly resistant to change – a finding consistent with other studies of a similar 

nature (e.g., Fung, 2002; Newton & Newton, 1998; Song & Kim, 1999; Özel, 2012). Interestingly, 

while some studies have shown a positive effect on gender representations of scientists resulting 

from partnerships and other interventions involving females (e.g., Miele, 2014; Painter et al., 

2006), no clear evidence of this was found in this research. Despite the SCION team containing 3 

female scientists, significant increases were noted in male post partnership DAST-C images, for 

both boys and girls. Interview data suggested roles played by members of the SCION team may 

have influenced the students’ views, with some appearing to equate team leadership with being the 

scientist. Relevant to this result is that David held a senior position in SCION, with the other 

scientists reporting directly to him. Reflecting on this, it would be fair to say the hierarchical 

nature of their relationship did reflect in classroom activities and interactions, that could have been 

interpreted by the students as the female scientists being subordinates. For example, David 
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completed all whole class teaching by himself, with the other team members assuming support 

roles and restricted to working with groups. Very few opportunities were provided for the others to 

display leadership, and this may have affected how they were perceived by the students.  

While not impacting significantly on gender and race stereotypes, the partnership did 

appear to have some effect on other attributes, such as physical features, appearance and work 

location. Again, these results mirror those of other studies, that have shown benefits from 

partnerships expanding students’ views of the nature of science, where science research occurs, 

and the relevance of science to everyday life (e.g., Hillman et al., 2014; Painter et al., 2006; Shin, 

et al., 2015). Although appearance attributes displayed significant decreases for both boys and 

girls, boys’ science captions and symbols actually increased slightly, while the number of 

drawings depicting scientists as mythical creatures remained static. However, evaluating the 

former of these results highlighted the somewhat ‘blunt instrument’ nature of the symbols and 

captions DAST-C attribute for judging the presence of stereotypical perspectives. Although the 

number of boys’ symbols and captions increased post partnership, closer examination of these 

suggested some were included to provide additional information relevant to illustrating the 

scientists’ work, or where their activities took place – rather than deliberately intending to 

communicate a stereotype. Interviews supported this conclusion, with one student commenting on 

how symbols in his drawing (a periodic table on the wall) were specifically included to indicate 

the scientists’ work as a chemist (student 56, interview transcript, November 17, 2018). Similarly, 

as recorded previously, some students’ inclusion of a lab coat reflected pragmatic concerns about 

hygiene and the protection of clothing, rather than intending to communicate a stereotype. A lack 

of contextual information about the basis of student decision making suggests results of the 

DAST-C should be interpreted with caution, and where possible, triangulated with other data. 

The partnership clearly had a positive influence by broadening students’ perspectives on 

the work of scientists existing beyond the laboratory. The number of drawings featuring 

laboratories or equivalent venues halved pre to post partnership, and perhaps more notably, several 

students included alternative venues such as forests, green spaces and industries (e.g., NASA) in 

post partnership drawings. This decrease is consistent with earlier studies reporting results from 

scientists working in classrooms (e.g., McCarthy, 2015; Miele, 2014), although these did not 

specify the replacement of locations with others reflecting a broader perspective. It is likely the 

decrease in stereotypical locations in this study was attributable to the nature of the teaching unit 

that involved the students and scientists in much outside and field data investigation and collection 

(Figures 3 and 4). Questionnaire responses provided evidence of this change, with excerpts 

illustrating how the partnership challenged students’ views, normalizing their perceptions of 
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scientists as regular people, ‘who (just) do science things’ and work in different places (Table A, 

row 3, columns 4-5). Again, this result illustrates the importance of using multiple measures to 

improve the accuracy of judgements.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. David and students setting up a transect for the bush investigation 

Finally, Nelson (2012) comments effective partnerships rely on scientists and teachers 

negotiating a ‘common space’ within which collaborations can be planned and executed. This 

relies on parties understanding and appreciating the expertise and contribution the other can make 

to achieving partnership goals, and the extent to which roles are defined and agreed to. Sirotnik 

and Goodlad (1988) describe partnerships as symbiotic relationships, characterized by reciprocal 

benefits and mutual interdependence. In practice, Peker and Dolan (2012) argue this means that 

scientists and teachers need to “present themselves as knowledge authorities and promote the idea 

of scientific community” (p. 235) by agreeing to  conceptual (knowledge), social (recognizing 

knowledge authority), pedagogical (ways of teaching) and epistemological (perspectives on 
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knowledge construction) approaches to the partnership. To achieve this, Peker and Dolan (2012) 

argue it is essential that scientists and teachers see themselves as equals in the relationship – each 

having their own particular expertise and skills to bring to the partnership and operationalize in 

delivering student outcomes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Students using a flow meter tube to observe water quality 

In this partnership, the teachers clearly benefited from having scientists in the classroom in 

terms of expanding their own conceptual and content knowledge, and learning more about 

scientific procedures and methods. The scientists also supplied specialist resources such as transect 

grids, water quality monitoring and digital measurement and datalogging equipment, unavailable 

in the school. There were also observable benefits for students, who engaged in indepth 

investigations of significant duration that allowed them to collect and analyze data over time, often 

related to specific activities they initiated within the unit. However, considering Nelson’s (2012) 

concept of effective partnerships functioning in a negotiated and collaborative ‘common space’, 

this example represented more a predefined delineation or division of labour, rather than a 

merging of the expertise and capabilities of teachers and scientists into a single, collaborative 

team. In practice, this manifest in the scientists (principally, the lead scientist) assuming 

responsibility for ‘teaching the science’, while the teachers looked after class and group 
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organization, management and other logistics. In this instance the ‘common space’ was negotiated 

around the most appropriate knowledge and skills each partner could contribute towards achieving 

partnership goals, as defined by the learning objectives planned for the unit. The draft plan was 

initially developed by the teachers, however the scientists were invited to apply their expertise by 

inputting to the learning objectives and experiences during pre-partnership planning meetings. 

While this approach might not be viewed as mutually beneficial or representing an integrated, 

fully collaborative partnership model as described in literature, it did appear to be reasonably 

effective in delivering the unit’s learning goals.  

While ideally partnerships should aim for the utopian position of being fully collaborative 

and demonstrate shared leadership, mutually beneficial goals, and equal partner inputs, in reality 

this is very difficult to achieve, or as Waschak and Kingsley (2006) describe, “a romantic ideal” 

(p. 6). However, as reasonably demonstrated by this example, useful partnerships can be forged 

that do not necessarily represent a merging of knowledge and skills into shared leadership 

initiatives of mutual benefit, but instead reflect a structure based on complementary capabilities, 

where partners have defined roles but do not perceive their role to be of greater or lesser value than 

others. In conceptualizing partnerships therefore, it is important to understand that they can take 

many forms in different contexts, and that designs based on complementary but different 

capabilities may be of as much value as those reflecting more fully-integrated approaches.  

Conclusion 

In summarizing this chapter, it is useful to consider what has been learnt from this collaboration in 

terms of the design, implementation, performance and evaluation of school-scientist partnerships, 

particularly for influencing students’ views of science and scientists. First, the study revealed 

shortcomings in the DAST-C when used as a sole measure of assessing the influence of 

partnerships on students’ stereotypical views of scientists. Without the addition of a questionnaire 

and interviews, it was impossible to ascertain with any accuracy students’ reasons for their 

inclusion of what could be interpreted as stereotypical attributes in their drawings. Examples were 

present in drawings of DAST-C stereotypical attributes such as symbols of science and lab coats, 

that interviews revealed were included for completely valid reasons, such as clothes protection and 

contextual or informational purposes. Also, comments from some students indicated the base 

colour of the paper (white) may have unintentionally communicated a racial stereotype. In the 

absence of prompting otherwise, it appears at least some students simply left the paper white for 

convenience reasons. Therefore, while the DAST-C provided useful initial indications of student 
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perspectives, its results should be interpreted with caution, and further measures adopted to 

investigate whether what is recorded in drawings represents actual stereotypical views. 

Second, while gender composition of scientist partnership teams is important for 

broadening students’ perspectives on inclusive engagement in science and science careers, this 

study also highlights the significance of how roles in partnerships are perceived by students, and 

how this influences their views on who is the ‘real’ scientist. In this partnership David led all 

whole class teaching sessions, while the three female scientists assumed support roles and only 

took responsibility for groups of students for practical work and field investigations. Data 

indicated this division had significant impact, with post partnership drawings and questionnaire 

and interview responses confirming a consolidation of views of scientists as Caucasian males. 

When planning partnerships therefore, it is important not only to consider the gender make up of 

teams but also roles within a team, to ensure leadership is shared and visibly represented to the 

students. 

Third, the focus and content of the Sustainability teaching unit involved a combination of 

in-class and field investigation, which appeared effective for expanding students’ understandings 

of venues for science and how science is relevant to their everyday lives. The lengthy duration of 

the partnership also helped students better understand the process of scientific inquiry, by allowing 

sufficient time to set up and monitor the progress and results of practical work. Acknowledging 

that funding enabling the scientists to spend considerable time in the school was provided by a 

government department, the benefit of a partnership of this length was also apparent in the 

establishment of excellent relationships between the scientists, teachers and students. This 

undoubtedly enhanced the continuity and coherence of the partnership, through supporting its 

seamless integration into normal classroom programs. At a practical level there was no need for 

the scientists to ‘reestablish’ themselves at the beginning of each session – they simply picked up 

where they had previously left off. Although this model may not be viable in other situations due 

to funding limitations and possible impact on the scientists’ own research work, it does signal the 

value of longer partnerships for developing a more meaningful and effective learning program. 

Finally, while literature theorizes effective partnerships are mutually beneficial interactions 

resulting from a synthesizing of the talents of teachers and scientists, it should not be assumed that 

beneficial partnerships exist only in a singular form, or are established by following a prescribed 

process. A partnership is a relationship between scientists, teachers and students, and like all 

relationships, differ in form and nature – what works well for some, may not work so well for 

others. The concept of ‘mutually beneficial’ should also be interpreted broadly, especially given 
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the unlikelihood of scientists’ own research directly benefiting from their engagement in schools. 

However, science organizations are becoming increasingly aware of the need to engage more with 

the public to communicate accurate knowledge about their work - both as a ‘public good’ 

obligation, and sometimes to dispel myths and misconceptions about their research. In this 

example, SCION was aware of the need to address some public concern about their GM research, 

and saw activities such as working in schools an important part of their mitigation strategy. Like 

the partnerships themselves, benefits can take different forms. In closing, this chapter has outlined 

the influence a significant school-scientist partnership had on primary students’ views of science 

and scientists. While results against this marker were mixed, there was little doubt about the value 

of the partnership for supporting teacher and student learning in a curriculum area that historically 

struggles to gain traction in primary schools. It is hoped this chapter may provide some guidance 

for others considering engaging in similar initiatives. 
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Appendix 1: The short response questionnaire  

Who are scientists and what do they do? 

 
Name:………………………………………. 

1. What is a scientist? 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What sort of people are scientists? 

 

 

 

 

3. Where do scientists work? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. What are some of the things scientists do? 

 

 

 

 

5. Can you think of anything scientists have done for us? 
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